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Abstract—Multipath TCP (MPTCP) has just been approved by the IETF. It was designed to be fairly shared with regular TCP, so its performance is equivalent that of a regular TCP flow that on the best path for it. However, regular TCP has proven its performance very poor in wireless networks, where packet loss often is caused by random error rather than by network congestion as in wired networks. TCP Westwood (TCPW) uses the available bandwidth estimation technique to improve TCP performance in such environment. In this work, we propose an extended version of TCP Westwood for multiple paths, called MPTCPW. To start with the analysis model of TCPW, MPTCPW is designed as a coordinated congestion controller between paths which allows load-balancing, fair sharing to regular TCPW at bottleneck. Our simulation results show that MPTCPW can achieve higher throughput than MPTCPW in wireless environments, fairness to regular TCPW, and greater load-balancing than uncoordinated MPTCPW.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays portable devices with multiple wireless interfaces are becoming more popular. If multiple links are used simultaneously for a transport protocol session, multipath transport protocol would be able to avoid sending traffic on hotspot and failure links, and to support mobility [1]. So far, the performance and resilience are improved.

Regular TCP [2] performance is degraded significantly as packet losses are occurred by random error (caused by signal fading, or multiple-access interference) in wireless links rather than by network congestion as in wired networks. This is because regular TCP reduces blindly its congestion window by half when a packet drop is detected. To overcome this problem, TCP Westwood (TCPW) [3] [4] has been proposed. In TCPW scheme1, the sender monitors ACK inter-arrival time in order to estimate the bottleneck bandwidth available. Instead of reducing congestion window by half, TCPW updates both congestion window and slow-start threshold to the estimated bandwidth (in terms of the number of packets) whenever detecting packet drop. TCPW performance has been proven significant improvement in wireless networks.

A multipath TCP protocol session consists of simultaneous multiple sub-flows amongst paths between two end-hosts [5], where each sub-flow performs flow control function on a path. So there are some requirements for congestion control design for multiple paths [6] as follows: (i) A multipath TCP protocol should fairly share bandwidth with single-path TCP protocol without any common bottleneck detection mechanism; (ii) To improve multipath TCP performance in multipath environments. (iii) To exploit load-balancing between paths.

Multipath TCP (MPTCP) [6] has just been approved by the IETF. Its design aims to satisfy the above requirements. MPTCP sends more traffic on lightly loaded paths by grouping a set of resources on all paths as a single resource, as suggested by the resource pooling principle [7]. Since MPTCP performance is equivalent that of a regular TCP flow that on the best path for it, MPTCP faces with performance degradation over wireless networks.

In this paper, we are interested on an extended version of TCP Westwood for multiple paths, called MPTCPW. To start with the analysis model of TCPW, MPTCPW is designed as a coordinated congestion controller between paths which allows balancing the loads between the paths, while ensuring fair bandwidth allocation to regular TCPW at the shared bottleneck.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II summarized the previous works relevant to multipath congestion control. We describe the details of the TCPW analysis model, and then its extension for multiple paths in Section IV. We evaluate our proposal in terms of fluctuation, fairness, throughput over wireless links and load-balancing capability. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we summarize several solutions has been proposed for multipath congestion control.

Multiple paths TCP (mTCP) [8] aggregates the available bandwidth of all paths in parallel, and detects and removes paths at shared bottleneck to alleviate unfair allocation.

The congestion controller of each sub-flow in Parallel TCP (pTCP) [9], Concurrent Transfer Multipath (CMT) over SCTP [10] operates independently each others as used in regular TCP. Therefore, they can not compete fairly with regular TCP flows at shared bottleneck because of no extra mechanism to handle or detect the bottleneck.

Reliable Multiplexing Transport Protocol (R-MTP) [11] was designed for wireless networks. Based on inter-arrival time, R-MTP’s sub-flow adapts to rate control according to changes in bandwidth on each channel and congestion.

To improve fairness to regular TCP at the shared bottleneck, the weighted TCP [12] uses a fixed weight in allocating bandwidth to each sub-flows. The weight is chosen by $1/N^2$, where $N$ is the number of paths in a multipath TCP session. Obviously the weighted TCP could fairly share if RTTs of flows are equal. This mechanism takes advantage of the simplicity of deployment and fair allocation without any shared bottleneck detection mechanism.

III. TCP WESTWOOD BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly describe TCPW algorithm [4] and then its performance analysis model. TCPW estimates bandwidth available based on inter-arrival time of ACK packets at the sender. Whenever the sender receives an ACK, it computes a bandwidth sample as

$$ b_k = d_k/(t_k - t_{k-1}), $$

where $d_k$ denotes the amount of data acknowledged by the $k^{th}$ ACK. $t_k$ and $t_{k-1}$ denote the inter-arrival time of the $k^{th}$ ACK and the $(k-1)^{th}$ ACK, respectively. To smooth out short-time variants in the bandwidth samples $b_k$, a discrete time-varying low-pass filter is used as

$$ \hat{b}_k = \frac{2\tau - \Delta_k}{2\tau + \Delta_k} \hat{b}_{k-1} + \frac{b_k + b_{k-1}}{2\tau + \Delta_k} \Delta_k, $$

where $\hat{b}_k$ is the smoothed bandwidth at time $t_k$, $1/\tau$ is the cutoff frequency of the filter. $\Delta_k$ denotes the inter-arrival time between $(k-1)^{th}$ ACK and the $k^{th}$ ACK. The sender uses the estimated bandwidth to update the congestion window size ($\hat{w}_{TCPW}$) and the slow-start threshold ($ssthresh$) after receiving duplicated ACKs or detecting a timeout event, as

$$ ssthresh = \hat{b} \times RTT_{min}/MSS, $$

where $RTT_{min}$ denotes the minimum RTT during TCPW connection.

Now, we determine the fluid model of TCPW. In the congestion avoidance phase, TCPW remains the window growth based on the additive increase function as used in regular TCP (TCP Reno) as follows: Whenever the sender receives a positive ACK, it increases $w_{TCPW}$ by $1/w_{TCPW}$. Whereas, after detecting a lost packet, it sets $w_{TCPW}$ and $ssthresh$ to $B \times RTT_{min}$, where $B$ ($B = \hat{b}/MSS$) is the estimated available bandwidth in terms of the number of packets. The TCPW algorithm is expressed as

**Increase:** $w_{TCPW}(t) \leftarrow w_{TCPW}(t-1) + 1/w_{TCPW}(t-1)$

**Decrease:** $w_{TCPW}(t) \leftarrow B(t) \times RTT_{min}$,

where $B(t) = \hat{w}_{TCPW}(t)/RTT_{s}$ [13]. The fluid model of TCPW corresponding to such increase-decrease function is expressed in respect with continuous time $t$ as

$$ \frac{d}{dt} w_{TCPW}(t) = \frac{w_{TCPW}(t)}{RTT_{s}} \left( \frac{1 - p}{w_{TCPW}(t)} - \frac{q}{RTT_{s}} w_{TCPW}(t)p \right), $$

where $q = RTT - RTT_{min}$ denotes the total queuing delay measured at two-end hosts, $p$ denotes the packet drop probability. Suppose that the packet loss rate $p$ is small (i.e., $1 - p \approx 1$), the fixed point equation of (1) gives

$$ \frac{1}{\hat{w}_{TCPW}} = \frac{q}{RTT_{s}} \hat{w}_{TCPW} p, $$

or

$$ p = \frac{RTT_{s}}{q(\hat{w}_{TCPW})^2}, \quad (2) $$

where $\hat{w}_{TCPW}$ is the equilibrium value of $w_{TCPW}(t)$.

IV. EXTENDING TCPW TOWARDS MPTCPW

In this section, based on the fluid model of TCPW above, we carry out extending TCPW for multiple paths with constraints about performance improvement, load-balancing between paths and fair sharing [6] [14] to regular TCPW, which are the goals to design MPTCP [6].

Now, we propose MPTCPW’s congestion window growth in additive increase function over path $s$ as follows: Whenever the sub-flow receives a positive ACK on that path, it increases its congestion window ($w_s$) by $\min(\delta/w_s(t), 1/w_s(t))$; when receiving duplicate ACKs, it updates $w_s$ to $\hat{B}_s \times RTT_{min,s}$. Therefore, the sub-flow’s congestion control algorithm on path $s$ is

**Increase:** $w_s(t) \leftarrow w_s(t-1) + \min(\delta/w_s(t-1), 1/w_s(t-1))$

**Decrease:** $w_s(t) \leftarrow \hat{B}_s(t) \times RTT_{min,s}$.

So the fluid model corresponding to such increase-decrease function is

$$ \frac{d}{dt} w_s(t) = \frac{w_s(t)}{RTT_{s}} \left[ \min \left( \frac{\delta}{w_s(t)}, \frac{1}{w_s(t)} \right) \right. $$

$$ \left. - \frac{q_s}{RTT_{s}} w_s(t)p_s \right], $$

where $q_s = RTT_{s} - RTT_{min,s}$, $\delta$ denotes the linking between paths within an MPTCPW flow. $\min(\cdot)$ function ensures that sub-flow’s window increase (the left argument) does not exceed that of single-path TCPW (the right argument) over that path. Similarly, we have the fixed point equation of (3) as

$$ \min \left( \frac{\delta}{\hat{w}_s}, \frac{1}{\hat{w}_s} \right) = \frac{q_s}{RTT_{s}} \hat{w}_s p_s. $$

(4)

If TCPW was on path $s$, from (2) its packet loss rate would be $p_s = RTT_{s}/q_s(\hat{w}_s)^2$. We substitute $p_s$ into (4) to obtain

$$ \hat{w}_s = \frac{\min(\delta, 1)}{q_s \sqrt{\delta}}, $$

(5)

To improve throughput and to preserve fairness, the total throughput of a MPTCPW flow should be equivalent that of a TCPW flow on the best path for it [15]. This implies that

$$ \sum_s \hat{w}_s = \max_s \left\{ \hat{w}_s \frac{RTT_{s}}{RTT_{s}} \right\} . $$

(6)
By substituting (5) into (6), we obtain
\[
\sum_s \frac{\hat{w}_s}{RTT_s} = \max_s \left\{ \max \left( \frac{\hat{w}_s}{\sqrt{\delta RTT_s}}, \frac{\hat{w}_s}{RTT_s} \right) \right\}.
\]
Observably, in the above equality, the total throughput cannot equal that on a path since \(\hat{w}_s\) never equals zero, therefore
\[
\sum_s \frac{\hat{w}_s}{RTT_s} = \max_s \left\{ \frac{\hat{w}_s}{\sqrt{\delta RTT_s}} \right\}.
\]
By solving for \(\delta\), we obtain
\[
\delta = \max_s \left\{ \left( \frac{\hat{w}_s}{RTT_s} \right)^2 \right\} \left/ \left( \sum_s \hat{w}_s \right)^2 \right\}.
\]
\(\delta\) in the equation above is shared between paths and depends on only the maximum throughput among paths. However, the congestion window on the congested path is always smaller than that on the lightly loaded path. To perform load-balancing between the paths, the congestion window on the congested path must be grown more gradually than that on the lightly loaded path [14]. This implies that \(\delta\) for the worse path would be the smaller value. Therefore, we slightly modify \(\delta\) and then replace \(\delta\) with \(\delta_s\) as
\[
\hat{\delta}_s = \hat{w}_s \gamma \max_s \left\{ \left( \frac{\hat{w}_s^2 \gamma}{\sqrt{\delta RTT_s^2}} \right) \right\} \left/ \left( \sum_s \hat{w}_s \right)^2 \right\},
\]
where \(\gamma\) is a trade-off parameter between load-balancing and protocol fluctuation, \(0 \leq \gamma \leq 2\). In our experiments (not reported in this paper due to space limit), \(\gamma = 1\) gives a reasonable trade-off between fluctuation and load-balancing.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

In this section, we evaluate fluctuation, fairness and load-balancing of MPTCPW, and compare its performance with MPTCP [6] in wireless networks. Load-balancing capability of MPTCPW is compared with uncoordinated MPTCPW (named unMPTCPW), in which each sub-flow performs the flow control function independently. To ensure fairness to regular TCPW at the shared bottleneck, we choose the traffic splitting factor value of \((1/2)^2\) for two-path unMPTCPW such that each sub-flow gets half throughput of what a regular TCPW gets.

We use NS-2 [16] in our experiments, and the selective acknowledgment (SACK) option [17]. The scenarios shown in Fig. 1 with a 1000-byte data packet, and random early drop (RED) queue management [18] to prevent routers from globally synchronized packet drops.

A. Fluctuation Investigation

Assume that the traffic load on two paths is the same. Is a multipath protocol stable when some packets are sent on one path for moment, and then on the other, and so on? This implies that the paths are not used simultaneously at almost time [15] [14]. So any multipath transport protocol performance and resource pooling would be poor in such state.

By substituting (5) into (6), we obtain
\[
\sum_s \frac{\hat{w}_s}{RTT_s} = \max_s \left\{ \max \left( \frac{\hat{w}_s}{\sqrt{\delta RTT_s}}, \frac{\hat{w}_s}{RTT_s} \right) \right\}.
\]

Now, we investigate protocol fluctuation in a typical network configuration, where two-separate path multipath protocol competing with background load generated by ten regular TCPW/TCP flows2 on each path (\(n = m = 10\)) as shown in Fig. 1(a). Because of the same load on both paths, each sub-flow experiences the same congestion condition. Fig. 2(a) shows that the congestion windows on path 1 and 2 (\(cwnd_1, cwnd_2\)) in MPTCPW are increased regularly rather than biasing on any side (i.e., the protocol is fluctuation in its data rate on each path). This result is similar to that of MPTCP as shown in Fig. 2(b). Another simulation result in the same bottleneck is shown in Fig. 3(a), the evolution of congestion window on two paths is almost same.

B. Fair Sharing

In this section, we show how a multipath transport protocol fairly shares with a single-path protocol at a common bottleneck without any common link detection mechanism. We use a dumbbell scenario as shown in Fig. 1(b), where a two-path MPTCPW flow competes against a regular TCPW flow at the shared link. Fig. 3(a) shows that the single-path TCPW gets its congestion window twice. It is reasonable when total of data sent by the two-path MPTCPW flow is close the amount of data sent by the single-path TCPW flow as shown in Fig. 3(b).

2If multipath transport protocol is MPTCPW, we will use ten regular TCPW flows as background load. Otherwise, use regular TCP flows.
Another experiment result is shown in Fig. 5(a) with the network configuration detailed in Section V-B. In Fig. 5(a), MPTCPW moves more traffic from the congested path (path 1) to the lightly loaded path (path 2), so the sub-flow’s rate on path 2 surges, but not exceed the average throughput of single-path TCPW flows on that path. Therefore, MPTCPW can preserve fairness to single-path TCPW in the general configuration.

C. Throughput over Wireless Links

In this section, we evaluate throughput performance of MPTCPW compared with that of regular MPTCP. The simulation scenario is shown in Fig. 1(c). The experiments were run for 600 seconds under wireless link’s random error varying from 0.001% to 5% in packet loss rate.

Fig. 4(a) shows the average throughput of MPTCPW and TCPW when the packet loss rates on two paths are equal. In Fig. 4(a), MPTCPW throughput is higher than that of MPTCP in any packet loss rate. Outperforming of MPTCPW is come from adaptive updating ssthresh and cwnd to the estimated available bandwidth on paths as detecting a packet loss or timeout event.

In the next experiment, we fix the packet loss rate at 0.01% on path 1 and vary the loss rate from 0.001% to 5% on path 2. Fig. 4(b) shows that MPTCP throughput is degraded significantly when packet loss rate on path 2 increases to 1%. Since MPTCPW can recover from random loss, it outperforms at any condition. In Fig. 4(b), when random loss on path 2 is very high (greater than 1%), the total throughput of two-path transport protocols is dominated by only the best path, path 1.

D. Load-Balancing

In this section, we investigate the capability of shifting traffic from the congested path in an adverse configuration, where RTT on the lightly loaded path is longer than that on the congested one3. We use such adverse configuration in order to demonstrate the prominent feature of MPTCPW compared with uncoordinated MPTCPW.

3For packet loss-based transport protocols such as regular TCP, TCPW, MPTCP, and MPTCPW, their congestion window sizes on the longer RTT paths are increased more slowly than that on the shorter RTT paths.

VI. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an extended version of regular TCP Westwood for multiple paths over wireless networks, called MPTCPW. To start with the analysis model of TCPW, MPTCPW congestion control is designed as a coordinated control between paths which allows load-balancing feature between paths, fair sharing to regular TCPW at bottleneck. Our simulations show that MPTCPW can achieve stability, higher throughput compared with MPTCP, fairness to regular TCPW.

The coordinated congestion control in multipath is able not only to gather bandwidth on all paths into a bigger bandwidth but also to move traffic among paths according traffic load on each path. For such configuration, if we did not use $\delta_s$ as (8), the congestion window of sub-flow on the lightly loaded and longer RTT path was increased more slowly than expected. Based on computing $\delta_s$ as (8), the sub-flow can compensate congestion window increase for the longer RTT path.

Experiments were run in the simulation scenario as shown in Fig. 1(a), where link capacity and propagation delay of link 1 and 2 are set (10Mbps, 40ms) and (6Mbps, 160ms), respectively. To generate heavy load in link 1 and light load in link 2, we use TCPW flows as the background traffic with eight flows on link 1, and three flows on link 2. The observed packet loss rates at link 1 and 2 after experiment are 2.00% and 0.56%, respectively. Fig. 5(a) shows that the data rate of sub-flow on the congested and short RTT path (path 1) is very low. While the longer RTT path (path 2) has light load, the sub-flow on that path surges its rate up. Therefore, the total throughput of two sub-flows reaches the expected value, which is equivalent to the average rate of three TCPW flows that over the best path, path 2.

In contrast to load-balancing capability of MPTCPW, un-MPTCP just splits the traffic across paths with factor of $(1/2)^2$. We alternated MPTCPW protocol in the above experiment with unMPTCP. Fig. 5(b) shows that each sub-flow gets half TCPW flows’ average rate that they are sharing. The packet loss rates at link 1 and 2 are measured to be 2.08% and 0.35%, respectively. Although path 1 is congested, the sub-flow on that path still sends blindly packets at half rate. Therefore, two-path unMPTCP can get the total throughput lower than TCPW flows in such adverse configuration.
Fig. 4. (a) The average throughput of two-path MPTCPW and MPTCP vs. varying packet loss on path 1 and 2; (b) that of two-path MPTCPW and MPTCP vs. varying packet loss on path 2.

Fig. 5. (a) Load-balancing capability of MPTCPW; (b) lack load-balancing capability of uncoordinated MPTCPW when two-path MPTCPW competes against eight TCPW flows at link 1 and three TCPW flows at link 2.

and greater load-balancing than uncoordinated MPTCPW under various network conditions.

We believe that our extension technique can be generalized for extending current transport protocols, such as TCP Vegas, FAST TCP, and Compound TCP for multiple paths.
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